
Feedback Analysis Report 2021-2022

Each year all the Departments of the institution formulates and collects feedback from its

stakeholders to monitor and analyse its quality on curriculum and curriculum related issues. The

feedback forms were collected from students, teachers, alumni and parents. The feedback targets

following different content for different stakeholders. Peer Observation was implemented to improve

online lectures.

For students, it addressed curriculum and its learning related issues in terms of quality,

competence, skills and professionalism. This feedback also considers other issues like delivery of

curriculum by teachers. For teachers, the feedback addressed issues like suitability of the course and its

need base, outcomes of the curriculum, relationship with course content and corresponding reference

material, availability of reference materials in terms with curriculum, evaluation methods and curriculum

delivery, etc.

Highlights of the Analyses are :

● Satisfactory Responses:

Students are satisfied with the syllabus, students teachers relations, library facilities, administrative

office behavior.

76.5% Parents find our institution is better than other institutions, 70% parents are satisfied with the

overall facilities provided by the college.The most important part is that parents feel that their children

are secured inside the campus. They are very satisfied with college extracurricular activities. Everyone

likes Prarrambh (College Annual Functions).

Teachers: College is very supportive and provides full freedom to adopt new techniques and strategies.

In the library sufficient books are available. Administration is teacher friendly. College provides adequate

opportunities and support to upgrade their skill and qualification.

● Need to Improvement:

Basically Students, Teachers want to improve hygiene facilities (washroom and classroom cleaning)

Separate cafeteria facilities for teachers and students. Department wise separate computer labs are

required for students and teachers. The details of the feedback were received and conveyed to concern

authority.

● Alumni



All alumni feel proud that they are the students of this college. They are thankful to the college

for providing quality education. They appreciate the dedicated, friendly and cooperative attitude of

the college staff. They show their indebtedness towards college for the efforts and hard work of the

faculty. They admit that their association with the college not only enabled them to acquire a degree

but also it helped them to become human beings and the college also helped to inculcate human

values among them and enriched every sphere of their life. Overall our Alumni are satisfied with all

the facilities which are provided by the college.

Suggestions:

· Improvement in the canteen.

· More books in the library.

· Improvement in ICT facilities.
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